However, there are currently no formal accounts of what functional architectures are; nor what they would look like for a complex, human-like agent, although there are some preliminary high-level proposal, for example (Sloman 2000) . And even if there were such accounts in terms of causal networks of high-level functional states, they would likely not be very helpful to AI researchers who intend to build complex agents based on such architectures as too many details would be missing to point to possible implementations. In addition, a series of problems would likely result from the hitherto ill-defined notions of "functional realization and implementation" (Scheutz 1999 (Scheutz , 2001a .
To see that, just consider the implementation conditions for a functional architecture. To say that a system implements a functionalist description is to require that in addition to the input and output mapping, it has to get the mapping of the "inner states" right, which are assumed to be multiply realizable (i.e., many different, possibly very diverse physical systems will realize a given functional architecture). Therefore, the mapping between physical states and functional states has to be a many-to-one (very much in the spirit of (Chalmers, 1997) ). Yet, inner states are viewed by functionalists as intrinsically relational states, being mutually defined by all states in the functional architecture (which is often expressed by saying that they are defined by their "causal role" in the functional architecture). Since functionalists only require that there be an arrangement of physical states that corresponds to the functional states in a way that preserves inputs and outputs as well as transitions between states, it is possible for one physical state to serve as the instantiation of more than one functional state (and vice versa) . Therefore, the correspondence between physical and functional states is not necessarily that of a mapping between physical types and functional types (let alone a 1-1 mapping), but rather that of a relation preserving state transitions (i.e., some sort of "bisimulation" 1 ).
Even if it we had a clear account of functional realization and it were possible, using this account, to relate high-level functional states directly to low-level physical states, this relation would very unlikely give us any insight into the inner workings of a complex system. For one, functional states are typically holistic, and their inner structure is essentially obscured. What is more, the causal mechanisms that bring about the instantiation of these states cannot be understood in terms of these states, even if causal relationships are viewed as state transitions among them. Therefore, a framework is needed, in which functional architectures of agents can be specified in a way that (1) allows us to see their high-level functional organization, while (2) permitting us to specify the architecture in terms of functional components that can actually be implemented (for example, in computers).
Interestingly, the need for such an architecture framework can be argued from a quite different perspective, the perspective of practical agent design in artificial intelligence. In the course of the last three decades, a large number of architectures for intelligent agents has been proposed (partly based on very different design methodologies), many of which were developed for particular kinds of agents and targeted at a particular class of tasks, from high-level cognitive architectures such as SOAR (Laird 1987) or ACT (Anderson 1993) , to logic-based reasoning and planning architectures such as BDI (Rao and Georgeff 1991) or STRIPS (Fikes and Nilson 1971) , to behavior-based architectures such as Subsumption (Brooks 1996) or Motor Schema (Arkin 1989) , to real-time architectures for robots such as 3T (Bonasso et al. 1997) or RCS (Albus 1993) . Since most architectures have proven successful in their application domains, it would be advantageous if it were possible to reuse components and principles that contributed to the success, particularly, if they could be utilized in other architectures that do not use the same basic components or design methodologies. Yet, this is problematic for at least two reasons: (1) it may be difficult to say what part of an architecture or design accounts for its success, and (2) it may be difficult to compare two different architecture types directly, exactly because their design assumptions and domain restrictions may vary significantly (such as symbolic versus sub-symbolic or non-symbolic, high-level versus low-level, serial versus parallel, software versus robotic agents, etc.).
One way to assess the advantages and disadvantages of particular designs and methodologies and utilize them in other designs is via an agent architecture framework, which is general enough to allow researchers to evaluate and compare different kinds of architectures. Because the framework provides a unified basis for expressing different architectural mechanisms, successful mechanisms can be in principle integrated within one architecture -whether a combination of different mechanisms makes practical sense (and is functional) will depend on the given task.
Note that such an architecture framework needs to be conceptually parsimonious enough to employ only a few intuitive, basic concepts by virtue of which concepts in other architectures can be defined. Otherwise the framework may end up being as complex as any of the higher, universal programming languages in which agent architectures are defined -obviously, such a framework would defeat its purpose. To our knowledge, no satisfactory framework is available yet.
As a step towards the development of such a general framework, we will introduce an architecture framework that we have developed over the last several years called APOC (for "Activating-Processing-Observing-Components") (Andronache and Scheutz 2002 , 2003a , 2003b Scheutz and Andronache, under review and in preparation) . APOC not only provides a unified framework for the specification of architectures of minds at different levels of abstraction, but it also provides an intermediary level of architectural specification between functionalist views (as favored by philosophers) and physical descriptions (as favored by neuroscientists) that connects these two levels in a systematic way and allows the AI researcher to design agent architectures to be implemented on computers. Being conceptually "simple" and "small" (in the number of concepts), while achieving high expressiveness at different levels of abstraction, it satisfies the above requirements and allows researchers to analyze, evaluate, and compare agent architectures in a unified way. To facilitate the design of complex agents, we have created a practical tool based on APOC -the APOC development environment (ADE) in JAVA -which allows for the distributed implementation of architectures specified in APOC on multiple computers, and furthermore supports the interaction with simulated and robotic agents in a transparent way.
In the following, we first introduce the APOC framework and then its potential for the analysis, comparisons, and design of agent architectures.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE ARCHITECTURE FRAMEWORK "APOC"
APOC consists of heterogeneous computational units (based on Scheutz 2000 and 2001b) called components that can be connected via four link types to form an agent architecture. The four link types cover important basic interaction types among components in agent architectures: the activation link allows components to communicate with other components; the observation link allows components to observe the state of other components; the process control link enables components to influence the computation taking place in other components, and finally the component link allows a component to instantiate other components and connect to them via the other three links.
Components can vary with respect to their complexity and the level of abstraction at which they are defined. They could be as simple as a connectionist unit or as complex as a fullfledged condition-action rule interpreter. APOC can be used as an analysis tool for the evaluation of architectures, since it can express any agent architecture in a unified way (cognitive architectures such as SOAR, ACT-R, and others, as well as behavior-based architectures such as subsumption, motor schemas, situated automata, etc.).
APOC also supports the idea that mental states (or concepts) can be defined in terms of architectural capacities of agent architectures (Sloman 2000 , Sloman 2002 ). Hence, component and link structures in APOC can be used to define minimal requirements for the presence of mental states: an architecture A is capable of instantiating a mental state S, if the architecture-based definition of S in terms of APOC is a substructure of A. Thus, APOC is a first attempt to provide a framework that not only allows for a detailed computational specification of architecture-based concepts, but also provides an immediate implementation of the specification, thereby contributing to the resolution of one of the most critical questions in the foundations of AI: how do we know that a given physical system instantiates a given mental state? Systematic investigations of APOC structures can then be used to develop an architecture-based taxonomy of possible cognitive and affective states (see also Sloman and Scheutz 2002) .
APOC also introduces a novel idea that is essential for the study of computationally plausible theory of minds: the notion of cost induced by an architecture, which is defined in terms of the cost associated with structures, processes, and actions on the architecture. Structural costs are those that are incurred as a result of merely having a certain component or link instantiated.
They can be thought of as maintenance costs that are associated with any work that needs to be done to keep a component or link up to date. Process costs are those associated with running processes; they include computational costs, and possibly the costs of Input/Output and other such operations. Typically process costs will be proportional to the complexity of the computation performed by the process. Finally, action costs are those associated with primitive operations on the architecture (such as instantiating a new component or link, or interrupting a process). Each action has a fixed cost, making the computation of action costs a simple matter of assessing the associated cost whenever the action is executed. The notion of cost induced by an architecture is then inductively defined in terms of these three basic cost types.
Using the notion of cost induced by an architecture, the notion of performance-cost trade-off PCT(P,A,T,E) for an agent architecture A and a task T in an environment E can be defined as P/C, where P is the given performance measure for T and C is the cost of A for T in E.
Mathematically, performance-cost trade-offs are orders, and can thus form the basis of the comparison of agent architectures: given an order > P defined on P, an architecture A is said to be better than an architecture B with respect to T, E, and P, if PCT(P,A,T,E) > P PCT (P,B,T,E). Hence, APOC allows for a novel comparison of different agent architectures in terms of the cost induced by them. This will help in answering questions about evolutionary trajectories of architectures of biological organisms as evolution will always favor architectures with higher performance-cost trade-offs.
We believe, although we will not be able to argue this here, that the notion of cost induced by an architecture is crucial for any theory of mind that takes the nature and constraints of realworld agents into account, for complex minds have to intrinsically cope with resources restrictions. In particular, we conjecture that (efficient) resource management is one dimension along which to evaluate designs of complex agents (evolution certainly did).
After this brief overview, we will now give a more detailed characterization of the APOC architecture framework.
Generic APOC components
All five types of entities, APOC nodes and the four link types, are derived from one generic type, call it generic APOC component. A network of APOC nodes, which are connected to each other by virtue of APOC links, is called an APOC architecture schema. We use the term "architecture schema" here to emphasize that these networks of connected nodes may be quite "schematic" depending on the extent to which each node is "schematic" (i.e., left unspecified with respect to its exact functionality -see below). Before we can specify the details of the five APOC component types, we first need to define the generic APOC component and its properties.
Generic APOC components are intended as very general autonomous control units that are capable of (1) updating their own state, (2) influencing each other, and (3) controlling an associated process. The exact nature of associated processes is not specified (they could be computational or merely physical processes), except that they can be in one of four different states at any given time: ready, running, interrupted, and finished. This is the smallest set of states that allow an APOC node to control its associated process without making any specific assumptions about the nature of the process (as would, for example, be the case if states like stalled or blocked were to be introduced).
If a component has a process associated with it, the component can control the process by virtue of three primitive actions: start will start the process if it is ready, interrupt will interrupt a running process, and resume will resume an interrupted process. Whether processes that are finished can and will become ready depends on the nature of the process (for example, whether the process can be restarted as in the case of a "socket listening process" which upon closing the socket finishes, but which can become ready again when restarted, or whether it is a terminal process such as a "cleanup process" that shuts down the electric circuitry connected to an effector of a robot permanently, only to be restarted at the next system level restart).
Generic components have input and output ports, which can be connected to output and input ports of other components, respectively. A set of connected components, then, forms a network of components, i.e., an architecture schema. former is used to determine (1) whether other components connected to C (through one of its ports) can influence the process associated with C (if C has an associated process) and (2) whether C can influence the associated process of the components it is connected to through its ports. The latter is used to determine (1) whether components connected to C (through one of its ports) can instantiate a component of type C, and (2) whether C can instantiate components of the types it is connected to through its ports.
Components can control (i.e., interrupt, resume, and start) the processes associated with any component they are connected to through their input or output ports if their current priority is higher than the priority of that component. The controlled component cannot override the externally controlled operation unless it manages to change its current priority to at least the level of the external, controlling component. Components can change their priority level one step at a time (as defined by the order in the set of priority levels) up to the maximum level. By the same token, they can also lower their priority level down to the lowest level. If multiple components attempt to control (the associated process of) a component, the component with the highest priority wins. If the highest component is not unique and different operations are attempted by the highest components, none of their operations will be performed. This mechanism allows for the implementation of a great variety of arbitration schemes, from competitive "winner-takes-all", to cooperative fusion schemes (for a detailed description of how common action-selection schemes can be implemented in APOC, see (Scheutz and Andronache under review)).
Components can only instantiate other components up to their own instantiation limit, i.e., every time the instantiate operation is performed, the current instantiation number is increased, up to the maximum instantiation number, at which point no more components can be instantiated (this number effectively fixes the number of output ports). Similarly, every time the terminate operation is performed, the current instantiation number is decreased.
Components can only terminate other components if they have instantiated them. If the current instantiation number is 1 and a component performs a terminate operation, it effectively terminates itself and ceases to exist.
The instantiation process in APOC is similar to a "bootstrapping" process of virtual machines in standard computers on power-up: one initial component is instantiated as specified in its initial state, which will then take care of instantiating all other components in subsequent stages.
Once generic components are instantiated in a virtual machine, they are self-sufficient entities that behave according to their specification as determined by their initial state, their associated process, and their update function. To be able to define the state of a generic component, we need to fix three more sets: ACT -the set of activation levels, PRO -the set of processes (containing non-proc), and PRI -the set of priority levels. Then the state of a generic APOC component can be defined as the 8-tuple <act,pri,pro,inst,F,in,out,op>, where act ∈ ACT is the activation level, pri ∈ PRI x PRI is a pair containing the current and the maximum priority level, pro ∈ PRO x PST x POP is a triple containing the process state and the process associated with node as well as the operation performed on that process, inst ∈ N x N is a pair containing the current (integer) instantiation number and the maximum number of instances of a node of that type, F ∈ UF is the update function.
Furthermore, in and out are k-and l-tuples, respectively, of triples <m,p,n> that reflect the states of k input and l output ports of the node, where m ∈ IN ∩ OUT is the message received from or sent to port p of node n (a tuple of the form <m,p,∅> indicates that port p is not connected to any other node).
Finally, op is a (3+k+l)-tuple, where the first three operations concern the component itself (its process, its priority, and instantiation capacity), the next k its input and the last l its output ports. On each port, the component can either terminate a connected component (if it instantiated it previously), or manipulate that component's associated process. Other operations will not have any effect.
Note that the state of a generic node contains its update function, different from (finite) state automata, where the state transition function is not part of the state of an automaton. This is to allow nodes to change their update function over time. Hence, states and update functions are defined mutually in terms of each other. While circular definitions resulting in nonwellfounded sets are not allowed in standard set theory (largely because certain "malicious" definitions give rise to paradoxes), not all circular definitions are problematic (see Barwise and Moss 1996) . Such "unproblematic" definitions can be formulated in non-wellfounded set theory (Aczel 1988) , where it is possible to define structures (i.e., sets) that mutually contain each other using the General Solution Lemma (Barwise and Moss 1996) . For lack of space, we will not be able to provide any details here of how the APOC architectures can be defined using the General Solution Lemma in non-wellfounded set theory.
APOC Nodes and Links
The five APOC types are obtained from generic APOC components by virtue of restricting the set of possible states and, hence, the set of permissible update functions. The idea is to provide a set of basic types that (1) more closely resemble the kinds of components found in typical agent architecture, (2) are generic enough to be able to define common architecture components at different levels of abstraction, (3) detailed enough to be (directly) implementable in higher programming languages, (4) suitable to support causal explanations of agent behavior (i.e., of the effects of events in instantiated agent architectures).
APOC nodes are connected to other nodes through one of the four previously mentioned APOC links. Each node has associated with it a pair <id,max>, where id is the instantiation number of the node and max is the maximum number of nodes of that type that can be instantiated in an APOC architecture. Note that the functionality of these numbers is different from that of generic nodes in that it makes reference to a "global instantiation maximum" rather than to local one. It can, however, be defined in terms of additional nodes and the local mechanisms of generic nodes (see the description of component links below).
Since the restrictions on the set of possible update functions of APOC nodes are determined by the functionality of these four links, it is sufficient to discuss the four link types, which are specialized generic components. Links have no processes associated with them and their input and output ports are usually restricted to APOC nodes, one for the input and one for the output port.
2 Moreover, there is typically only at most one link of a given type between any two APOC nodes. We will, therefore, restrict the formal definitions of links to links with two ports, where the components connected on the two ports are APOC nodes.
Activation links are the most general means by which nodes can exchange information. Their state is given by the tuple <act,0, ,inst,S,R,F>, where S is the node providing the input, R is the node receiving the output, act the activation level of the link (typically dependent on the input provided by S), and F the update function. Since links do not have processes associated with them, their pri value is set to 0. Furthermore, the maximum instantiation number of activation links, which is part of the pair inst, is given by the corresponding number in inst of S. The purpose of activation links is to connect two APOC nodes and serve as transducers.
They can be used in a variety of different ways. In the simplest case, they function as mere connections between input and output ports of APOC nodes (i.e., inputs to links are identical to their outputs). It is also possible, to implement a "timed link", i.e., a delay, with which the value at the output port of S arrives at the input port of R. Furthermore, an activation link can be used transform the input. In case of numerical values it could, for example, "scale" the input by a particular factor (analogous to the "weights" on connections in neural networks).
Priority links are intended to explicate the capacity of generic components to control other components' associated processes. They are the only means by which APOC nodes can control processes of other nodes (since no link has a process associated with it and nodes can only be connected to other nodes via links, APOC nodes could not control any process otherwise). The state of a priority link is given by the tuple <act,0,∅,inst,S,R,F>, where S is the node attempting to take control of the process associated with R, and F the identity function. The other parts are the same as with the activation link. A priority link effectively passes the process control request of an APOC node on to the node it is connected to. Priorities can be used to implement all kinds of control mechanisms, in particular, hierarchical preemptive process control. In embodied agents, such as robots, they could be used to implement emergency behaviors: the node with the associated emergency process would have the highest priority in the network and be connected to all the other nodes controlling the agents behavior, which it could suppress in case of emergency (thus implementing a "global alarm mechanism" as described in (Sloman 1998 
)).
Observer links are intended to allow components to observer other components' inner states without affecting them. Their state is given by the tuple <act,0,∅,inst,S,R,F>, where S is the node observed by R, and F the function that takes the current state of S, stored in act, and passes it on to R. inst is the same as for activation links.
Component links are used to instantiate and remove instances of APOC nodes at runtime (they are the only type of component that can instantiate or terminate an APOC node), and are themselves only instantiated by APOC nodes. Their state is given by the tuple <act,0,∅,inst,S,R, F>, where R is the node instantiated by S, and F the function that takes the instantiation information about R, stored in act, from S and instantiates R. inst is the same as for activation links.
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PROPERTIES OF APOC
APOC introduces three important conceptual distinctions directly at the architecture level, which are typically absent in agent architectures: 4 (1) a distinction between components (in the architecture layout) and their instances (in the running virtual machine), (2) a distinction between a description of an architecture (or architecture scheme) and a description of an architecture instance (i.e., of a running virtual machine), and based on that, (3) a distinction between component/architecture schemes versus components/architectures.
The first distinction seems to be often neglected in agent architectures, presumably because component types as they are depicted in the architecture layout usually have exactly one instance at and throughout the runtime of the virtual machine instantiating the architecture. A planning component in a deliberative layer of a hybrid architecture, for example, which is by definition a type, usually has exactly one instance, which is instantiated once and persists throughout the lifetime of the virtual machine. This neglect, however, deprives agent architectures from being able to describe runtime resources requirements as part of the architecture specification.
The second is a consequence of the first: usually, architectures are instantiated by virtual machines, hence there is a type-token relationship between architectures and architecture instances (analogous to the program-process distinction). Some architecture descriptions define architectures, whose instances can be modified over time. These instances might at some point cease to be instances of the original architecture A, but become instance of an architecture A*, which can be obtained from A using certain operations on the architecture. An example would be growing a neural network, which turns a layered feedforward architecture into a unlayered recurrent architecture.
Finally, the third distinction attempts to tease apart the usage of "architecture" for what could be more appropriately called "architecture scheme" from the usage of "architecture" for a maximally specified control system involving a given set of basic components (namely the maximal specification of the control system relative to a given level of abstraction, such as the specification of a CPU in terms of logic gates, flip-flops, etc.).
In the following, we will briefly summarize some noteworthy properties of APOC.
Universality
One of the first and foremost questions about a new formalism concerns its expressive power (compared to standard computational formalisms). Of particular interest is the question whether the formalism is universal (i.e., can it define a universal machine). Since APOC is a framework, and since its generic components are consequently schematic, this question cannot be directly answered. It is, however, possible to answer it for specific types of components, which can be obtained from generic components by specifying the various parts (update function, sets of input and output states, resource limits, etc.). Depending on how APOC parameters are fixed, the computational power of architecture instances will vary dramatically.
For example, the class of Boolean circuits can be defined by ACT=IN=OUT={0,1}, PRI={0}, PRO={no-proc}, restricting the update function to mappings from inputs to outputs, and connecting APOC nodes only through activation links whose update function is the identity on inputs only.
Similarly, all kinds of neural networks can be defined. For example, by changing ACT=IN=OUT=Q (the set of rational numbers), using a linear threshold summation function as update function restricted to inputs, a universal Turing machine can be implemented, and "Super-Turing" (Copeland 1998) or "hypercomputations" (Copeland 2002) can be achieved by using R (the set of real numbers) instead of Q (Siegelman and Sontag 1995, Siegelman 1995) .
Hence, any computational formalism can be expressed in APOC, and even certain formalisms that transcends Turing-machine computation (such as Turing's "O-machines" (Turing 1939) ).
Resource Limitations and Management
APOC allows for explicit resource control and runtime resource management. By virtue of the maximum instantiation number of APOC nodes, the architecture designer can specify ahead of time how many nodes of a given type can be at most instantiated in an architecture instance.
This can be advantageous, for example, in architectures designed for embodied agents, which have very limited memory and processing resources. There, resource utilization is of essential concern (for example, resources that are underused or not used at all should be made available for other purposes).
Another example is resource dependent planning. Consider an agent that needs to move from its current location to another location by virtue of three actions: "turn right", "turn left", and "move straight". To find the best path, the agent uses a planner, which employs some sort of environment simulation module to simulate the effects of planning steps. Explicit resource control is also helpful in the comparison of different agent architectures as the cost of employing a particular architectural design is brought to light, which might otherwise have been hidden in implementation details of the architectural design.
Translating Architectures into APOC at Different Levels of Abstraction
Given that APOC is universal, any agent architecture can be translated into the APOC framework and consequently analyzed and compared to other architectures in a unified way.
However, the translation of an architecture is never unique, but rather multiple translations are always possible, which partly depend on the level at which the original architecture is described, but also depend on how primitive components of the architecture are mapped onto APOC components and how connections between those components are expressed in terms of APOC links. If an architecture is to be described at a low level of abstraction (such as its implementation level), then APOC nodes assume the role of the basic components of the implementing (virtual) machine and do not have associated processes (as in the above example of Boolean networks). This translation usually guarantees the highest degree of parallelism. At higher levels, however, APOC nodes may not be sufficient to specify all details (of the involved processes at lower levels) or it may not be desirable to give a complete specification of all details. In that case, the associated process of a node can take over the details implicitly, while the node itself is viewed as and becomes part of a higher level description. For example, a "behavior" in a behavior-based architecture can be expressed in terms of an APOC node, whose associated process operates on the agent's effectors, while the controlling node reflects the behavior's state and its higher-level activities (for example, participating in action selection).
Another example would be the translation of a cognitive architecture like SOAR (as described in Laird 1987a), which at a high level of abstraction can be described in terms of (1) a working memory (which contains information about objects, i.e., goals and states of the system, preferences, i.e., structures indicating the acceptability and desirability of objects in a particular circumstance, and a stack, which specifies the hierarchy of active goals, problem spaces, states and operators), (2) a decision procedure (which is a function that examines the context and preferences and determines which slot in the context stack requires an action), (3) a working memory manager (which determines which elements of the working memory are irrelevant to the system and deletes them), (4) a production memory (which is a set of productions that can examine any part of working memory, add new objects and preferences to it, and add new information to existing objects), and (5) a chunking mechanism (which is a learning mechanism for new production rules).
At this level, the APOC translation would roughly consist of one node that implements the working memory and additional nodes that implement the decision procedure, the working memory manager, the production memory and the chunking mechanism. All nodes would have activation, observer, and priority links to the working memory node. Furthermore, the working memory would have activation links to the production memory, and several additional links would be required to implement the rule matching and chunking algorithms in SOAR (for example, observer and priority links between the production memory and the chunking mechanism). Note that component links are not required at this level, because all operations that add new facts, production, etc. to the system would occur within an APOC component, and thus not be modeled at the level of the architecture translation, but rather be implicit in the process associated with the respective APOC components.
At a more detailed level, preferences, objects and goals would be taken to be basic components of an APOC translation, imposing the structure of the SOAR architecture through APOC links. Similarly, the production memory would be mapped at the level of each production as an APOC component. The creation/deletion functionality of SOAR would then map directly onto the APOC component links. However, since the creation process may require additional information to be passed to a newly created node -the conditions in which a new production fires need to be sent to the production when a generic production is created and objects need to be given identifiers -activation links would also need to be created through the component link and used for information passing. Similarly, the deletion process requires additional information, namely information about the situation state of working memory (for example, to determine if an object is used in any context on the context stack), which can be retrieved by an additional observer link (that is created by a component link from either the decision procedure or the working memory manager nodes to a preference, object, or goal node). Even more detailed levels of translation of rule-based systems like SOAR are possible and may be particularly desirable for practical purposes (for more details about translations of common architectures into APOC, see Scheutz and Andronache, in preparation) .
Evolving Architectures
In addition to different mappings of components and links of other architectures onto APOC components and links, there is a second way for APOC to allow for abstractions, which has to do with the difference between the architecture specification of the initial state of an architecture and architecture specifications of the modifications of an architecture instance that occur over time. A layered neural network, for example, can be specified by connecting APOC nodes via activation links in two ways: either by instantiating the whole layered network at once, or by defining nodes that will, in turn, construct the layers and then instantiate them. In the latter, the nodes that construct the layers at runtime (by instantiating all nodes that are supposed to be part of the layers together with their connections), can be viewed as "representation" of these layers. This example also demonstrates the "bootstrapping" process in APOC mentioned earlier, which effectively allows designers to specify "growing" or "evolving" structures (such as a layered network that will eventually develop into a fully connected network), in particular, adaptive architectures that can change over time (as a result of some sort of learning process, see Andronache and Scheutz 2003a) . Figures 3 and 4 show an example of such an architecture, an ART network (Carpenter and Grossberg 1988) , which can learn to categorize its inputs over time by adding new "categorization nodes" to the architecture to represent the newly learned categories. In this example, E represents the external inputs, in this case coming from a sensory node, G represents gain control, T1 represents the node type for nodes in the input layer, T2 represents the node type for nodes in the category representation layer, and R represents the reset of short term memory. In general, APOC can not only model dynamic architectures (Andronache and Scheutz 2003a) , where the architecture description changes over time, but also architectures where the very basic functional building blocks used to define the architecture are altered as part of the architecture's evolution. This is possible because the update function F, which determines the behavior of an APOC component, can itself be modified, thus also for components and not only architectures to change (for example, an APOC component implementing a sigmoid update functions of a connectionist unit could change its slope over time, or an APOC component implementing a heurisitc planner could change its heuristic over time; in both cases, the input output mapping of the component is permanently, but not necessarily irreversibly modified).
DISCUSSION
While the four APOC link types allow for a straightforward translation of many common agent architectures into the APOC framework, APOC is not restricted to software architectures, but can also model hardware architectures (basically, any kind of digital design).
It is not restricted to architectures for individual agents either, but can model multiagent systems as well (at the level of individual perceptions and actions where each individual agent is modeled by an APOC node, which in turn has observer links modeling the perceptions of the agent and activation links modeling the actions of the agent). Moreover, procreation in evolutionary systems can be modeled using component links that allow agents to instantiate copies of themselves (see Andronache and Scheutz, 2003a) .
Because of its potential to express virtually any kind of agent architecture at several levels of abstraction, APOC seems to be an appropriate formalism for the comparison of different architectures. Architectures can be compared along several dimensions, for example, whether or not they are layered and hierarchical, whether processing proceeds in parallel, whether they are symbolic or non-symbolic, whether they are for robots or software agents, etc. (see (Sloman and Scheutz 2002) for first steps towards a practical taxonomy of different dimensions of agent architectures).
The mechanisms provided by the four link types as well as the distinction between component description versus component instances may allow for detailed comparisons of very different architecture types (for example, a neural network controller versus a subsumption-based finite state machine controller of a robot). Several measures could be defined to aid in such comparisons (one might be the number of APOC components needed to define/implement the basic component of an architecture, the time it takes for a signal to propagate through the network of nodes, etc.). In particular, the proposed notion of cost induced by an architecture can then be used to compare two different architectures for agent performing the same task.
The results of such comparisons can then be used to define new designs that combine advantages of different mechanisms in different circumstances (for example, competitive and cooperative action selection, see Scheutz and Andronache, under review) . It should be noted that the cost of an architecture can also be used to determine the utility of a set of particular components C in an architecture A if all other parts of A are fixed and different mechanisms with the same functional and input-output behavior as C are substituted for C in A, yielding new architecture A' which can then be compared to A with respect to their cost.
To support the design of agent architectures directly in APOC (without other mediating architectures) and their implementations on simulated and robotic agents, we are have developed an APOC Development Environment (ADE) that allows users to develop (i.e., specify, test, and run) specific APOC architectures in JAVA. 6 In ADE, individual APOC nodes can be defined by users targeted at the task at hand, and then linked together with a graphical tool using any of the four link types (see Andronache and Scheutz, forthcoming) . Furthermore, these components can be distributed over multiple hosts to achieve a high degree of real-time parallelism for robotic applications.
Finally, we can return to the venture point about the functional organization of an agent's control system and say something about how functional architectures are related to mechanisms that can implement them. We believe that the way agent architectures can be translated into APOC and defined at different levels of abstraction points in the direction of an answer based on what philosophers call functional decomposition. Starting with a high-level functional description of a control system (which typically will have very few APOC components with complex associated processes), we can try to recursively relate two functionally equivalent architectural descriptions (of the same control system) at different levels of abstraction by increasingly reducing the complexity of the associated processes of APOC components and making some of their functionality explicit in terms of new APOC components and connections among them that realize this functionality. This successive refinement effectively provides more and more implementation details about the original (high-level) functional architecture by virtue of functional process decomposition (i.e., by decomposing the associated processes of higher level components). Eventually, all associated processes will have been eliminated and the remaining architecture will only consist of APOC components without associated processes. Such an architecture specifies all implementation details necessary to implement it in standard digital and analog circuitry (although it may not be actually possible to build the hardware for such an architecture because the architecture is too complex, etc.).
By the same token, the high-level functional description of an APOC architecture can be obtained by successively grouping components to form a new "higher-level" component, where the functionality internal to the group of components is now performed by the associated process of the higher level component (the ADE environment provides some support for such grouping operations).
In either case, it is the unified framework that allows for the upward or downward progression through abstraction hierarchies that span the territory from simple low-level (close-tophysical) mechanisms to complex high-level functional architectures. We believe that only by being able to relate different levels of abstraction in a way that is intuitive and meaningful to us as designers of architectures will we be able to understand and build complex agents. The notion of "bisimilarity" is defined as follows: let I and O be two finite sets (for example, the sets of input and output states, respectively) and let M1=〈S1,→1〉 and M2=〈S2,→2〉 be two structures with domains S1 and S2, respectively, where relation →1 is defined over S1×I×S1×O and relation →2 is defined over S2×I×S2×O. These structures are then said to be bisimilar if there exists a non-empty relation R between S 1 to S 2 such that for all s1∈S1, s2∈S2, i∈I, and o∈O the following two conditions hold: (1) if R(s1,s2) and (s1,i)→1(t1,o), then (s2,i)→2(t2,o) and R(t1,t2), and (2) if R(s1,s2) and (s2,i)→2(t2,o), then (s1,i) →1(t1,o) and R(t1,t2). For a more detailed elaboration of the role of bisimulation in a theory of implementation and functional realization, see (Scheutz 2001a ).
2 Links, however, may have multiple input and output ports, and it is permitted in APOC to connect links to links, which proves useful to model certain architectures (for example, learning mechanisms in neural networks).
3
Note that for space reasons we are not able to provide the details of how the intended component link functionality can be specified in terms of generic APOC components (for example, for each type of APOC node that can be instantiated, a "manager node" needs to be instantiated to keep track of the total number of instances of that type). 4 Some architectures incorporate some of these distinctions, such as the distinction between a schema and its instance in schema-based architectures, but not necessarily directly at the architecture level.
5
Since APOC is not minimal in the sense that any link type can be used to implement all the others (if there are no resource constraints), there are always multiple ways of translation links structures. We view this as a virtue, and not a vice, for one because it allows designers of agent architectures to use their preferred mechanisms, but also because it shows how different mechanisms are interrelated.
